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November 12,2008

Re: Consent Agreement between the Commissioner of
Competition and Superior Plus LP registered by the Tribunal on
May 12, 2008 (the "Consent Aa:reement" or "A2reement")

Would you kindly bring this letter to the attention of Madam Justice Simpson.

Please find below a description of a proposed amendment to the referenced Consent
Agreement. The amendment is respectfully sought jointly by the Commissioner of
Competition ("Commissioner") and Superior Plus LP ("Superior") pursuant to
subsection 106(1) of the Competition Act. We believe'that all facts relevant and
material to the amendment sought are set out below. However, should your Honour
wish to have additional information or instruct the parties to file a formal
app1ication,we would of course provide either or both to you with dispatch. We
would greatly appreciate your direction in this regard.

On August 2,2007, Superior entered into an agreement with Irving Oil Limited and
Irving Marketing Limited (collectively "Irving") whereby Superior would purchase
certain ofIrving's retail propane assets in Central and Western Newfoundland (the
"Acquisition"). Superior and the Commissioner subsequently entered into the
Consent Agreement, which was registered by the Tribunal on May 12,2008 (a copy
of the Agreement is attached as Annex "A"). The Agreement requires Superior to
divest certain assets in order to address the likely substantial prevention or lessening
of competition ("SLC") in the retail propane gas and related service markets in
Central and Western Newfoundland resulting from the Acquisition.
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The assets to be divested (the "Divestiture Assets"), which are listed in Schedule "A"
to the Consent Agreement, include an 85,000 gallon bulk storage tank. On the last
day of the initial sale period under the Consent Agreement, Superior conditionally
agreed to sell the Divestiture Assets to North Atlantic Petroleum (''NAR''); except
that, after conferring with the Competition Bureau, Superior substituted a 30,000
gallon tank for the referenced 85,000 gallon tank. The substitution was made
because NAR had indicated that it was not prepared to purchase the 85,000 gallon
tank, as it is a non-standard size and a smaller tank would be more suitable to NAR's
business.

The Commissioner agreed to that substitution in light of the Commissioner's view
that the asset package, with the 30,000 gallon tank substitution, would be sufficient
to address the SLC associated with the Acquisition. That view was based principally
on the size of the commercial propane market in Western Newfoundland and the fact
that virtually all other bulk propane facilities in Western and Central Newfoundland
markets use 30,000 gallon bulk storage tanks. It is important to note that the 85,000
gallon tank provided for in the Consent Agreement was originally owned and
operated by Irving in Western Newfoundland and it was Superior's intention to
decommission that tank after the Acquisition was completed. The 85,000 gallon
tank was therefore included in the divestiture package as it was the most efficient
and least costly option for divestiture, not because the Commissioner was of the view
that a tank, with a capacity of 85,000 gallons, was required.

The Commissioner advised Superior that notwithstanding the Commissioner's
agreement to the substitution, the divestiture could not proceed unless the
Commissioner approved the sale to NAR pursuant to the Consent Agreement and, in
that event, the Competition Tribunal approved the tank substitution. Superior/NAR's
obligations under their agreement of purchase and sale are subject to obtaining both
those approvals.

On October 31, 2008, the Commissioner approved the sale by Superior to NAR.

We now seek the Tribunal's approval to the proposed amendment as outlined above.
We have attached as Annex "B" to this letter a draft order reflecting the proposed
amendment. However, as noted above, if your Honour wishes to have additional
information regarding this matter and/or instructs the Commissioner to file a formal
application, we will provide either or both, as directed.

Respectfully,

---
Duane
Gener ounsel
Superior Plus LP
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